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Abstract—The considerable amount of spectrum reserved for
but underutilized by radar systems has motivated several reg-
ulatory bodies to make Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) in
radar bands a reality. Taking into account the incumbents’ very
long ranges, one of the main issues of DSA in these bands
is the aggregate interference, derived from multiple secondary
users (SUs) operating in the same channel. In this paper, we
assess the impact of this phenomenon when spectrum sharing
is performed in a totally opportunistic manner, for instance,
when Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) developed by the IEEE
802.11h standard is employed, and when there is a cooperation
mechanism between radar systems and SUs. We considered the
operating characteristics of a real C band meteorological radar
system with acceptable levels of interference standardized by the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to massive demand for mobile data traffic, the need

for increasing spectrum efficiency has become a major issue

in wireless networks. In this context, the cognitive radio

(CR) concept emerges as a possible solution for the use

of the licensed spectrum in an opportunistic manner [1]. In

this paper, we employ the term secondary user (SU) for a

generic reference to opportunistic users. Many of the works on

cognitive networks have focused on exploring the parts of the

UHF band currently underutilized by television broadcasting

systems, called TV whitespaces (TVWS) [2]. More recently,

several groups have started turning their attention to radar

bands, considering the spectrum opportunities they can provide

both in the spatial and temporal domains [3] [4] [5]. The three

most attractive radar bands for sharing are the L band (960 -

1400 MHz), S band (2.7 - 3.6 GHz) and C band (5.0 - 5.8

GHz), which, together, occupy more than 2 GHz of spectrum.

Radar systems are generally characterized by high transmit

powers, co-located transmitter and receiver, very directive

rotating antennas, and may be placed on mobile platforms.

While the first two features significantly facilitate incumbents’

detection and protection from interference through techniques

such as Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) and geo-location

database, the latter two make the spectrum occupancy signifi-

cantly more dynamic. Studies have shown that not considering
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temporal opportunities derived from the radar antenna rotation

and mobility may lead to a large percentage of SUs excluded,

especially the users close to coastal regions or airports [6],

[7]. Several methods have been suggested in the literature,

in which the SUs adapt their transmit power or schedule

their transmissions for temporal opportunities usage. While the

results in [8] [9] show that this technique increases spectrum

efficiency, in [10], the authors argue that to deploy this sharing

scheme in real scenarios, some a priori information about

the incumbent may need to be provided by, for instance, a

database.

An issue that the previously mentioned papers did not

analyse is the aggregate interference from multiple SUs.

According to the ITU-R 1652-1 Recommendation [11], every

radar system has a maximum interference level Ithr it can

incur without service degradation. We show in this paper

that through a spectrum access scheme, such as DFS or the

ones proposed in [8], [9], with a static sensing threshold, it

is challenging to simultaneously guarantee an efficient use

of the spectrum and that the Ithr limit of the incumbent is

not surpassed as the density of SUs rises. We then propose

a cooperative method, where the radar dynamically adjusts

and broadcasts the sensing threshold SUs need to employ.

The communication between radars, defined as primary users

(PUs), and SUs could be carried out using a beaconing

mechanism or a database with low information dissemination

delays.

In Section II, we describe the main aspects of interference

level control and aggregation in radar bands and the main

DSA mechanisms proposed in the literature to tackle these

issues. In Section III, we propose our cooperative method, as

a way to solve the aggregate interference problem. Section IV

is dedicated to the description of the simulation scenario and

the metrics used to compare the different DSA mechanisms,

and to show the obtained results. In Section V, we draw our

conclusions based on the results and propose future work.

II. DSA IN RADAR BANDS AND THE AGGREGATE

INTERFERENCE PROBLEM

One of the main mechanisms proposed for opportunistic

spectrum usage in radar bands is the use of cognitive radio

(CR) by SUs. A CR gains awareness of its radio environment

by sensing the medium with a given frequency. In order to

determine whether the spectrum can be used freely and avoid



interfering with a PU, the CR compares its received power

level to a reference threshold Pthr. In the case of radar bands,

this threshold tends to be relatively high, due to high levels

of power radiated by radar systems and the absence of hidden

terminal problems, making the probability of misdetection

very low [6]. The Pthr is calculated taking into account

the maximum interference level sustained by the radar Ithr
stipulated in [11], according to equations (1) (2) and (3).

Link Budget - SU → Radar:

PSU
t +GSU+Gradar+Bradar−BSU−Ithr = L [dBm] (1)

where PSU
t is the power transmitted by the SU, GSU is the

SU’s antenna gain, Gradar is the radar’s antenna gain, BSU

is the SU’s bandwidth, Bradar the radar’s bandwidth, Ithr the

interference threshold, and L is the path loss.

The difference between BSU and Bradar is employed

as a correction factor to take into account that the transmit

power of the SU is spread across a wider bandwidth than

the bandwidth of operation of the radar. From the path loss

in (1), the threshold value of the received power at the SU

(Pthr) can be obtained by applying the link budget in the

opposite direction, noticing that the path loss is the same

in both directions as a result of the radar transmitter and

receiver being co-located.

Link Budget - Radar → SU:

Pthr = P radar
t +Gradar +GSU − L [dBm] (2)

where Pthr is the SU’s received power threshold and P radar
t

is the radar’s transmitted power.

Replacing L obtained from (1) to (2), the Pthr obtained

in (3) depends only on the radar’s transmitted power, and

Ithr. This also demonstrates that for a single SU scenario,

the used Pthr is the same independently of the interference

being caused on the radar primary or secondary lobes.

Pthr = P radar
t − PSU

t + Ithr +BSU −Bradar [dBm] (3)

We define three different zones based on the comparison

of the radar’s received power and Pthr, calculated in (3).

Figure 1 illustrates the zones. In zone 1, the SU’s operation

is strictly forbidden as it will always cause interference on

the incumbent. Zone 2 is where temporal sharing takes place,

by enabling the SUs to transmit every time the radar’s main

beam is pointing in another direction. In this scenario, the

interference caused by the SUs will always be through the

radar antenna secondary lobes. Finally, in zone 3, the SU is

free to use the spectrum without transmission interruptions,

and its interference will be both through the radar antenna

primary and secondary lobes. It is expected that, as the density

of SUs increases, the aggregate interference on the incumbent

also rises, which will lead to a reduction of the required Pthr

and, consequently, to an increase of the radius of zones 1 and

2. The ability of the DSA mechanism to identify the SU’s zone

will define how efficient it will be at exploiting the spectrum

and avoiding interference.

Zone 2 - Temporal Zone 3 � Free/Spatial

Zone 1 � Exclusion

Fig. 1: Illustrative view of zones.

Next, we describe the main mechanisms proposed in the

literature for DSA in radar bands. These mechanisms are

considered opportunistic, as they do not rely on the exchange

of information between the PU and SU, and therefore employ

a static Pthr value to evaluate channel’s availability.

A. Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS)

The dynamic frequency selection (DFS) mechanism was

developed by the IEEE 802.11h standard, authorizing the use

of frequencies in radar bands for 802.11 devices, specifically

the 5260-5700 MHz band (as standards 802.11a/j/n/ac) [12].

The DFS mechanism starts with an initial scan, called

Channel Availability Check (CAC), on a channel randomly

chosen by the access point (AP). If, within 60 seconds, a

signal is detected with power above the threshold, that channel

is deemed busy and another channel is picked to be sensed.

Once a free channel is found, the AP is authorized to transmit.

However, the AP still needs to occasionally sense the medium,

in the intervals between transmission periods, to check whether

any radar systems have started operation. There are several

scenarios where this can occur, such as when a radar system

returns to operation after a maintenance procedure, or when

radars display very long scanning or frequency hopping pat-

terns. In any of these cases, the AP initiates a process called

Channel Moving Time (CMT), which informs the mobile

stations (STAs) through signaling commands to interrupt their

respective transmissions, and starts looking for another free

channel. This process takes 10 seconds, ensuring that all

stations associated will receive those messages and stop trans-

mitting. The channel is deemed busy and will remain for 30

minutes without being sensed again [11]. Although it is based

on real radio frequency measurements rather than theoretical

propagation models, DFS is not an efficient mechanism in the

search for spectrum opportunities. First, it ignores the temporal

aspect of sharing with radar systems with predictable scan

patterns that could take place in zone 2, illustrated in figure 1.

Second, it employs a static threshold and Channel Availability

Check Time (CACT) of -64 dBm and 60 seconds that are

matched to the worst case scenario in the 5 GHz bands. Finally,

DFS cannot cope with the aggregate interference from multiple

SUs, since its threshold is static, not adjusted dynamically to

the number of SUs.

B. Temporal DFS

Differently from DFS, the opportunistic mechanism pro-

posed in [8], called temporal DFS (DFS-T), exploits temporal

opportunities found in zone 2. Complying with this scheme,

the SU only interrupts its transmission in the instants of time

when the received signal power is above Pthr, instead of



leaving the channel when this threshold is surpassed, as it

would in the conventional DFS. As the required threshold Pthr

is the same independently of whether the radar is pointing

at the SU with the primary or secondary lobes, DFS-T can

guarantee the protection of the radar for single-user scenarios.

C. Main Beam Occupied

In the mechanism proposed in [9] transmissions are in-

terrupted whenever the main beam is directed to the SU,

independently of the received power from the radar. For the

cases when the main beam is not directed at it, the SU still

employs the threshold Pthr to ensure it does not fall into

zone 1. In other words, this mechanism expands the temporal

zone indefinitely and the zone 3 doesn’t exist in this case.

As a result, the interference may occur all through the radar

secondary lobes. Although detecting and synchronizing with

the radar main beam may not be feasible when the SU is too far

away from the radar, simulating this mechanism is important

as it provides us some insight on the limits of SU densities,

when no interference occurs on the radar primary lobe. The

calculation of the threshold still remains based on individual

interference, allowing the occurrence of aggregate interference

above Ithr.

III. COOPERATIVE METHOD

With the cooperative method proposed in this paper, we

envision the combination of DFS-T, which is the most efficient

mechanism, enabling the use of spectrum by a larger number

of SUs and capable of exploiting both temporal and spatial

opportunities, with an additional mechanism to prevent that

the aggregate interference goes beyond the radar service

degradation level. Since SUs are completely unaware of the

existence and operation of other SUs, this mechanism has

to be centralized, taking place at the PU, where the total

incurred aggregate interference can be measured. With this

information, the PU dynamically sets the threshold Pthr the

SUs should employ and sends its value back to the SUs

through a beaconing method or database. Next, we describe

the main steps taken by the PU and SU in this method.

A. PU’s Behavior

1) Definition of slices: In the proposed cooperative method,

the radar’s surrounding area is divided into several slices,

as illustrated in figure 2, where each slice f is defined by

its angular width θf , which in turn, has the same value as

the radar beamwidth. The total number of slices is given by

Nslices = 360/θf , and the time the radar’s main beam spends

on each slice is Tslice = θf/ScanRate, where ScanRate is

the angular velocity of the antenna’s rotation, in degrees/sec.

Fig. 2: Definition of slices in the radar’s environment.

The following parameters are associated with each slice:

- Number of SUs Ntx(f) transmitting inside the slice f ;

- Aggregate interference caused by the SUs inside the slice

(Iprimagg (f)), when it is being illuminated by the radar’s main

beam. It can be measured according to:

(4)Iprimagg (f) =

Ntx(f)∑

j=1

(PSU
tj +GSU +Gradar

max − Lj(f)

+Bradar −BSU )

where Gradar
max is the radar’s main beam gain, Lj(f) is the path

loss between the radar and the user j of the slice f .

- Aggregate interference caused by the SUs in slices other

than the slice being currently illuminated by the main beam

(Isecagg(f)). It is estimated as follows,

(5)
Isecagg(f) =

∑

i∈S\{f}

Ntx(i)∑

j=1

(PSU
ti,j +GSUi,j

+Gradar
min

− Lj(f) +Bradar −BSU )

where S = {1, ..., Nslices}, and Gradar
min is the radar antenna’s

secondary lobe gain.

2) Calculation of dynamic threshold: The required dynamic

threshold for a certain SU distribution configuration can be es-

timated in a similar way as the static threshold, considering the

aggregate interference rather than the single user interference,

as shown in equations 6, 7, and 8.

Pthr = min
f=1,...,Nslices

P ′
thr(f) ·

BSU

PSU
t

[mW ] (6)

where,

P ′
thr(f) = (Ithr − Iagg(f)) ·

P radar
t

Bradar
[mW ], (7)

Iagg(f) = Iprimagg (f) + Isecagg(f) [mW ]. (8)

Algorithm 1 summarizes the method adopted by the PU. As

it scans its surroundings, the radar senses the interference it is

subject to from each of the Nslices directions/slices. After a

period of Tslice pointing at each slice f , the PU gets the new

Iagg(f) value and the resulting P ′
thr(f) through equation 7.

As the P ′
thr(f) values of all Nslices slices get updated, the

PU chooses the minimum of them as the threshold (P ′
thr)min

to broadcast to the SUs, avoiding this way that the aggregate

interference surpasses Ithr from any direction. The SU will

obtain the final threshold Pthr by compensating (P ′
thr)min

with its BSU and PSU
t values as illustrated in equation 6.

This mechanism operates on the assumption that there is no

exchange of information between PUs and SUs, except for the

(P ′
thr)min.

B. SU’s behavior
Algorithm 2 describes the main steps followed by the SU

to access the spectrum. The SU senses its radio environment

until it receives the beacon from the radar containing the value

(P ′
thr)min it has to use to obtain the final threshold Pthr.

The Pthr is then compared with the received radar signal

power in order for the SU to infer in what instants of time

its transmission will not cause interference to the PU.



Algorithm 1: PU’s behavior

for f = 1 : Nslice do

P ′

thr(f) = Ithr · P radar
t /Bradar

//Starts as single SU

case

f = 1 //Slice index variable

Set Tslice//Sensing time for each slice.

while True do

(P ′

thr)min = minf=1,...,Nslices
P ′

thr(f)
Broadcast (P ′

thr)min through beacon

Start slicetimer T //The slice timer is restarted

while slicetimer < Tslice do
Sensing the spectrum

Store received power in Iagg(f)
P ′

thr(f) = (Ithr − Iagg(f)) · P
radar
t /Bradar

f + + //The radar’s main beam turns to the next

slice.

if f > Nslices then
f=1

Algorithm 2: SU’s behavior

Sensing and synchronization with the radar motion...

Get (PRx)main // received power from the radar main beam

Get (PRx)side // received power from the radar secondary

lobe

TimeOnTarget = Radar’s main beam time on target

ScanPeriod = Radar scan period

Get (P ′

thr)min // received beacon message

Pthr = (P ′

thr)min ·
BSU

PSU
t

if (PRx)side < Pthr then

if (PRx)main < Pthr then
zone = 3 // The SU is in the zone 3

Transmit/Receive

else
zone = 2 // The SU is in the temporal zone

while True do
Start ScanTimer

while ScanTimer < ScanPeriod − TimeOnTarget do
Transmit/Receive // The radar main beam is not

pointing at the SU

while ScanTimer < ScanPeriod do
Interrupt Transmission // The radar main beam is

pointing at the SU

Resynchronize with radar rotation

else
zone = 1 // The SU is in the exclusion zone

Switch channel; // DFS Channel Moving Time (CMT)

goto Sensing and synchronization with the radar motion

IV. SIMULATION MODEL AND PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION

Figure 2 illustrates the simulation environment, which is

composed of multiple SUs distributed randomly in a circular

area. The environment has a radar positioned at the centre of

the circle, at a minimum distance radius of 1km from the

SUs. We considered a meteorological radar, and its technical

specifications are detailed in table I [11] and [13]. The SUs

operate as WiFi-like access points (AP) according to column

3 of table I. We considered the downlink traffic, where the in-

terference caused to the radar comes from APs’ transmissions.

The environment is modelled by the log-distance propagation

model, given by the equation L = L0+10γ log10(d/d0) [dB].
For this model, we use a mixture of urban (γ = 3.5) and

rural (γ = 2.5) environments due to the large area considered

in the simulation model, leading to the use of an exponent

value of γ = 3.0. Furthermore, for long range environments,

TABLE I: Technical specifications.

Parameter Radar SU

Tx Power 63.5 dBm 10 dBm

Primary lobe gain 44 dBi 0 dBi

Minimum gain -21 dBi 0 dBi

Bandwidth 10 MHz 20 MHz

Frequency 5.6 GHz 5.6 GHz

Primary lobe beamwidth 12
◦ omni

Ithr -107 dBm N/A

the propagation over a spherical Earth is considered, where

a decay of 1.5 dB/km is added to the path loss due to

diffraction caused by the earth’s spherical shape [14].

In the performance evaluation, we adopted two different

metrics. The first measures the aggregate interference caused

by SUs for each mechanism and for different SU density

values, while the second estimates the spectrum efficiency of

each mechanism, i.e., the number of SUs to which the use of

spectrum is allowed and denied. For the latter analysis, we plot

the percentages of SUs found in each of the different sharing

zones: free, temporal, and exclusion.

In figure 3, the aggregate interference is illustrated for

different SU density scenarios. The DFS, DFS-T and main

beam cases were simulated using the Pthr of -64 dBm

proposed by the ITU-R, while DFS-T with adjusted threshold

used a Pthr of -73 dBm, dimensioned for the aggregate

interference not surpassing the Ithr of -107 dBm of the radar

for the worst of the simulated scenarios, where the density

of active SUs is limited by the CSMA/CA scheme (a value

of 8 SUs/km2 for a 200m of AP’s range in an indoor

environment). From the figure, it can be seen that the DFS-

T with adjusted threshold, main beam and the cooperative

scheme are capable of maintaining the interference below

the Ithr of -107 dBm. Despite being already under use, the

conventional DFS surpasses the Ithr for a density of users as

low as 1.0 SU/km2.
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Fig. 3: Aggregate interference level for each mechanism.

For the maximum SU density case analysed in the previous

plot, we show in figure 4 how the aggregate interference

evolves as the nodes start to transmit in decreasing order

of distance from the radar. As can be seen, the cooperative

method stops accepting more SUs as soon as the aggregate

interference hits the maximum value Ithr. The DFS-T with



adjusted threshold and main beam mechanisms also stay below

the Ithr value; however, with higher SU densities than the ones

simulated this is not guaranteed.
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Fig. 4: Evolution of aggregate interference per active SUs.

In figure 5, the final distribution of SUs per zone is

illustrated for the DFS-T with adjusted threshold and the co-

operative schemes for different SU densities, and considering

that the SUs are admitted starting from the farthest away from

the radar to the closest. The cooperative method enables more

SUs in the zone 3, allowing a larger number of nodes using

the spectrum without transmission interruptions. However, for

high densities, the cooperative method starts adding SUs in

the exclusion zone to prevent interference from exceeding the

Ithr, and enabling more SUs in the free and temporal zones.

For DFS-T with adjusted threshold, the distribution of SUs per

zones is more stable and constant through different densities,

and the percentage of SUs in the exclusion zone is close to

0%. However, the use of a dynamic threshold proves more

efficient in spectrum utilization for lower user densities, as

the opportunistic approach is always designed for the worst

case scenario.

Fig. 5: Distribution of SUs per zones for the DFS-T with

adjusted threshold and the cooperative approach.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper evaluates a cooperative approach for dynamic

spectrum usage of radar bands to control the increase of

aggregate interference caused by multiple SUs. It was ob-

served through simulation that mechanisms suggested in lit-

erature, including DFS employed in 802.11h, may lead to

an interference level beyond limits stipulated by the ITU,

even for user density values as low as 1.0 SU/km2. Of all

the mechanisms studied, the cooperative approach is the only

mechanism that ensures that the aggregate interference will not

surpass Ithr regardless of the density of SUs. Furthermore, it

allows a higher number of nodes using the spectrum without

transmission interruptions, which leads to a higher quality of

service for applications with strict latency restrictions.

As future work, we plan to study the dynamic behaviour of

the cooperative mechanism when SUs access the spectrum in a

more random, unpredictable manner, taking also into account

the use of multiple access mechanisms, such as CSMA/CA.

Additionally, an analysis of the impact of radar parameters,

namely beamwidth, on aggregate interference and spectral

efficiency needs yet to be made. Another possible direction for

this work could be to study and implement a beaconing scheme

that enabled the deployment of the cooperative mechanism

proposed in this work.
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